EURAXESS India Flashnote

“Calls: Indo-Spanish + Newton Bhabha Fund + German Chancellor + Green Talent 2017”

4th Multisectoral Indo-Spanish Call for Technological Cooperation Projects

The objective of the joint Indo-Spanish programme is to promote and fund market-driven research and technology development as well as to encourage partnerships and business-led R&D&I collaborative projects in the fields of Food & Agro Technologies, Clean Technologies (Energy, Environment and Water), Manufacturing Technologies, Smart cities and ESDM Technologies.

**Deadline:** 28 June 2017

**More information:** [EURAXESS India](#) (click)

--

Newton Bhabha Fund Researcher Links Workshop Call for 2017-18

The British Council in collaboration with Royal Society of Chemistry announces **Newton Bhabha Fund Researcher Links Workshop Grant** to bring together early-career researchers from India and the UK to build international connections which can support them in improving the quality of their research. Once funded, grants are available for early-career researchers in India and the UK to attend the workshop in the hosting country.

**Deadline:** 13 June 2017

**More information:** [EURAXESS India](#) (click)

--

The German Chancellor Fellowship for tomorrow’s leaders

The Alexander von Humboldt Foundation grants up to 50 German Chancellor Fellowships every year to prospective leaders from Brazil, China, India, Russia and the USA – irrespective of their field of work.

**Deadline:** 15 September 2017

**More information:** [EURAXESS India](#) (click)

--

Green Talents Competition 2017 now open to non-German PhD students

Are you a Masters or PhD Student in the field of Sustainable Development? Do you want to become one of this year’s 25 Green Talents winners? Apply now and convince our expert jury of your outstanding achievements in sustainable development. This year the award is devoted to “Sustainable Production and Consumption”. Although it focusses on behavior changing projects or new technologies to change production methods, the call is still open to ALL disciplines.

**Deadline:** 23 May 2017

**More information:** [EURAXESS India](#) (click)
Direct links
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